Occult lipomatosis of the nerve as part of macrodystrophia lipomatosa: illustrative case
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BACKGROUND Macrodystrophia lipomatosa (MDL) is characterized by progressive overgrowth affecting soft tissues and bony structures. MDL has been associated with lipomatosis of the nerve (LN), an adipose lesion of nerve that has a pathognomonic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) appearance as well as a mutation in the PIK3CA gene. The authors present a case of occult LN in the setting of MDL.

OBSERVATIONS A 2-year-old boy with progressive soft tissue overgrowth of his proximal right lower extremity was initially diagnosed with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). At our institution, NF1 as well as other overgrowth syndromes including PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome were excluded. He was diagnosed as having so-called MDL. Upon reinterpretation of the patient’s MRI studies, short-segment LN involving the proximal sciatic nerve and part of lumbosacral plexus was identified. He underwent 2 debulking/liposuction procedures for soft tissue overgrowth. Genetic testing of tissue revealed a mutation in PIK3CA.

LESSONS Thorough clinical examination (for signs of overgrowth) as well as an MRI study of the entire neural pathway is a critical part of the diagnostic workup to evaluate for LN. The authors believe that an increasing association of LN, even when occult, will emerge that will explain many cases with marked nerve-territory overgrowth.
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Macrodystrophia lipomatosa (MDL) is a rare condition characterized by progressive overgrowth of soft tissues and/or bony structures. MDL has been associated with lipomatosis of the nerve (LN) with distal nerve-territory overgrowth1,2 and is part of PIK3CA-related overgrowth spectrum (PROS) disorders; however, it lacks other associated abnormalities such as vascular malformations or developmental delay that can be seen in other syndromes associated with overgrowth such as Klippel-Trenaunay or CLOVES (congenital lipomatous overgrowth, vascular malformations, epidermal nevus, spinal/skeletal anomalies/scoliosis).3,4 The term MDL is usually reserved for cases with significant overgrowth (including soft tissue overgrowth such as lipomas and lipomatous infiltration of skeletal muscles and overgrowth of the affected bony structures), often affecting the entire limb, typically in combination with distal overgrowth such as 1 or more digits referred to as macrodactyly. Nerve-territory overgrowth has been reported in 62% of cases of LN.2 PIK3CA has become associated with MDL/LN cases in recent years; in contrast, intraneural or (isolated) extraneural lipomas are not associated with overgrowth or this genetic mutation.3,5 There are, however, no definite criteria for a definition of MDL that would be widely used in the literature.1,5 Furthermore, there is also significant inconsistency in the literature with regard to LN cases. The term LN was established in 2002;6 however, it is still reported under various names, such as fibrolipomatous hamartoma, lipofibromatous hamartoma, fibrolipoma, lipofibroma, as well as MDL.5,7–12 Some authors also suggest that MDL is a separate entity from LN.13 There are anecdotal cases of idiopathic overgrowth syndromes that were retrospectively found to have associated LN.14

ABBREVIATIONS LN = lipomatosis of the nerve; MDL = macrodystrophia lipomatosa; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; NF1 = neurofibromatosis type 1; PROS = PIK3CA-related overgrowth spectrum.
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We present a case of progressive lipomatous overgrowth (MDL) in a child who was misdiagnosed with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) and who was found to have radiological evidence of occult LN of the lumbosacral plexus/distal sciatic nerve and a PIK3CA mutation explaining the nerve-territory overgrowth. We believe that other patients with MDL or with idiopathic overgrowth syndromes have unrecognized LN.

Illustrative Case

A 2-year-old boy presented to our institution with progressive soft tissue overgrowth involving his right hip and thigh that was first noticed when he was approximately 8 months old. His prenatal and immediate postnatal history and family history were unremarkable. He was examined at an outside institution. Testing included several imaging studies including ultrasound of the abdomen and pelvis and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the right thigh. He was also found to have several café-au-lait spots. Based on all his initial workup, a clinical diagnosis of presumed NF1 was suggested.

The patient was subsequently referred to the Mayo Clinic to be examined by our multidisciplinary team, which included a neurosurgeon, a neurologist, a plastic surgeon, an orthopedist, and a clinical geneticist. His physical examination was notable for overgrowth of his proximal right lower extremity (Fig. 1) and several café-au-lait spots. Based on all his initial workup, a clinical diagnosis of presumed NF1 was suggested.

No definitive bony overgrowth was identified.

Two debulking/liposuction procedures of the right proximal extremity were performed 3 months apart, with approximately 500 mL of aspirate being obtained during each liposuction of the right gluteal region and thigh for a total of 1000 mL. Genetic testing of the liposuction aspirate revealed a mutation in PIK3CA (additional genes that were tested included ABL1, AKT1, ALK, APC, ATM, BRAF, CDH1, CDKN2A, CSF1R, CTNNB1, EGFR, ERBB2, ERBB4, EZH2, FBXW7, FGFR1, FGFR2, FGFR3, FLT3, GNA11, GNAQ, GNAS, HRAS, IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, JAK3, KDR, KIT, KRAS, MET, MLH1, MPL, NOTCH1, NPM1, NRAS, PDGFRα, PTPN11, RB1, RET, SMAD4, SMARCB1, SMO, SRC, STK11, TP53, and VHL; which were all negative). The patient’s postoperative course was uneventful, and he was doing well on his last follow-up visit 6 weeks after the last procedure before traveling home.

Discussion

We believe that MDL represents an extreme form of LN with distal nerve-territory overgrowth. As such, MDL fits into the spectrum of adipose lesions of nerve, which includes LN as well as intraneural lipoma (in its pure encapsulated form, that is distinct from LN, although sometimes incorrectly named) and extraneural lipoma. MDL is not only pathognomonic for diagnosing adipose lesions of nerve but distinguishing them from one another: LN typically has a so-called spaghetti-like appearance in the longitudinal plane or coaxial cable-like appearance in the axial plane; intraneural lipoma is a well-encapsulated fatty mass within the epineurium of nerve; and an extraneural lipoma is a well-encapsulated fatty mass that is extrinsic to nerve (although it can, on occasion, cause compression). No definitive treatment exists; however, treatment strategies can include observation only or various surgical procedures to improve function and/or cosmesis such as nerve decompression or debulking. In many cases, multiple surgeries are performed for recurring overgrowth and lipomatosis of the right gluteal area.

![FIG. 1. Clinical images, posterior (A) and anterior (B) views, showing overgrowth of the proximal right lower extremity, most pronounced in the posterior and lateral aspects.](image)

![FIG. 2. LN of the right sciatic nerve and associated nerve-territory overgrowth. (A) Axial T1-weighted MR image of the pelvis showing an enlarged right sciatic nerve (arrow) and associated distal nerve-territory overgrowth and lipomatosis of the right gluteal region. Although a subtle finding, extra fat can be appreciated between the enlarged nerve fascicles. Also visible is the proximal end of the dumbbell-shaped lipoma protruding into the pelvis and compressing the sciatic nerve (arrowhead). (B) Axial T1-weighted MR image of the pelvis just inferiorly to panel A again showing the enlarged right sciatic nerve (arrow). The normal-sized sciatic nerve can be seen on the left (hollow arrowhead) for comparison. The dumbbell-shaped lipoma (arrowhead) as well as the soft tissue overgrowth of the right gluteal region can be seen.](image)
overgrowth. Several drugs are also under active investigation for PROS disorders. As summarized in our recent review of the world’s literature (and updated for this review), we have identified 153 cases of MDL (i.e., reported using this term): 79 cases with documented LN and 74 cases that do not comment on nerve abnormality. Overgrowth was most commonly reported with LN of the median nerve at the wrist, followed by plantar nerves. The cases that did not comment on nerve involvement, however, lacked of the site of the suspected lesion, yet alone imaging proximally to the lesion. Thus, nerve involvement was not fully investigated and therefore nerve involvement could have been present. It has been shown that LN can demonstrate so-called skip lesions, can be subtle enough that it is missed on MRI examinations, or can involve multiple nerves and be bilateral (e.g., bilateral median nerve involvement), although the majority of LN cases reported in the world’s literature affect only 1 nerve territory. Some state that the vast majority of cases are within the nerve territory, and only a few are so-called diffuse or without any definite LN identified. Others who suggest that the overgrowth might not be restricted to only the affected nerve by LN did not image appropriately (i.e., to include proximal nerves). Although difficult to prove retrospectively on outside cases, we hypothesize that LN occurring proximally is responsible for the dramatic nerve-territory overgrowth in a fair proportion of these cases. The inconsistency in terminology that is used in the literature when reporting adipose lesions of the nerve (especially LN and MDL) helps fuel confusion among authors and is one of the major obstacles in researching these cases.

Our patient could therefore be understood as having an extreme form of LN with significant progressive distal nerve-territory overgrowth (i.e., MDL), and we advocate for using the term LN with distal nerve-territory overgrowth over MDL. Overgrowth in our case included a large dumbbell-shaped extraneural lipoma in the sciatic notch compressing the sciatic nerve. The nerve-territory overgrowth was manifested by enlargement and fatty infiltration of the glutaeal musculature, overgrowth of the subcutaneous soft tissues of the right thigh (most pronounced posterolaterally), and extending to midcalf, and fatty infiltration of the tensor fasciae latae. The lipomatous mass was centered within the gluteal musculature and its spread lateral to the vastus lateralis could be explained by the path of least resistance, known to occur in other tumors. All these findings can be explained by the concept of distal nerve-territory overgrowth, as the LN extended from the S1 and S2 nerves into the lumbosacral plexus and proximal sciatic nerve. The relatively short segment of LN was easily missed due to the focus on the large tumor and the nerve’s displacement; however, the nerve itself was significantly enlarged when compared with the contralateral side, which can be another clue when establishing the final diagnosis. The LN was only identified on specific reinterpretation of the MR images, given the existing diagnosis of MDL and the PIK3CA mutation. This case was reminiscent of one of our recent cases of unrecognized LN of a femoral nerve that was diagnosed with “idiopathic overgrowth syndrome” for many years. The proximal spinal nerve involvement without intradural extension was concordant with findings of our other recent case of LN of the brachial plexus with distal nerve-territory overgrowth, which, at autopsy, showed PIK3CA mutations.

Our patient reported herein was misdiagnosed as having NF1 based on the café-au-lait spots and the misinterpretation of the lipoma as a neurofibroma on MRI. Other overgrowth syndromes such as PTEN hamartoma tumour syndrome were considered and dismissed.

Lessons

We believe that so-called MDL is part of the spectrum of LN, with markedly pronounced associated distal nerve-territory overgrowth. Cases that report MDL as a separate entity (i.e., without the identification of LN) frequently do not comment on the nerves and/or image the entire nerve pathway of the affected body part. Our case illustrates that misdiagnosis can also occur due to not recognizing the presence of subtle LN, even when the proximal nerves are included on MRI. Although not all idiopathic cases of distal overgrowth are LN with nerve-territory overgrowth, LN could be the underlying cause more frequently than previously thought. The fact that many different terms are used in the literature when reporting cases of LN with or without nerve-territory overgrowth (including MDL) causes significant confusion and creates obstacles in researching this peculiar pathologic entity.
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